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Relution
Enterprise
Mobility
Management.
Today, Enterprise Mobility is an important aspect of every
company‘s IT strategy. Data protection-compliant management
of mobile devices with manageable complexity and low costs is
becoming a critical success factor.

Relution delivers end-to-end Enterprise Mobility in a box:
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One platform.
Done.
Enterprise Mobility Platform
Whether you need an on-premise or cloud-based solution -

devices like smartphones and tablets easier than ever.
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Mobilize your business processes
All relevant mobile operating systems are supported.
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ENTERPRISE MOBILITY PLATFORM

Everything you need for
your mobile enterprise.
ation of business processes provides a lot of new

the answer, because these devices cannot legally

opportunities for enterprises.

be managed by the employer. App centric appro-

This puts IT in a completely new position and

solution, because they limit the „managing“ of data

challenges the status quo in terms of data availa-

-

bility and security like never before. On the other

tively ensuring that critical data cannot leave this

hand, the business units involved receive strong

secure perimeter.

„one trick ponies“ - like pure MDM systems longer can IT solutions be deployed top-down,
because the users are used to the high standards

integration options. Integrated Enterprise Mobility
of all those heterogeneous mobile devices out

This paradigm shift for software development also

there, maintaining strict standards to enforce data

requires new development and release proces-

security on all corporate and employee owned

ses that involve users early on. Employee owned

devices. This creates the ideal base for mobili-

new IT challenges.

processes.
Relution has been conceived from the ground up
as an end-to-end Enterprise Mobility solution
relevant Enterprise Mobility scenarios.
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Important to know: seamless integration into your
STANDARD ENTERPRISE MOBILITY ENVIRONMENT
•

environments as well as Docker architectures are

High security at low cost

•

supported. This versatility makes Relution the ideal

components
•
•

Uniform user management with AD and

•

Adaptable to Corporate Identity

Relution is capable of multitenancy and can also
service providers.
MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT (MDM)

adapted optimally to your requirements.

•

Manage all mobile devices

•

On the following pages we would like to introduce

•

Ensure compliance

you to the Relution device and app management in

•

Automatic device enrollment

more detail.

•

Access documents within the company

»

MOBILE APP MANAGEMENT (MAM)
•

High security standards of the
Relution platform make it easy for IT

•

Connection to CI systems

•

Automatic App Signing

•

«

departments and others to mobilize
enterprise data and processes on
perfectly managed devices.

RELUTION ENTERPRISE MOBILITY PLATFORM

•

Independent use of MDM and MAM,
also with third-party MDMs

•

•

•

•

•
•

German interface, development and
contact persons

Continuous product updates

•
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Mobile Device Management with Relution
All mobile devices under one umbrella.
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Mobile devices
all covered.
Relution provides simple, fast and reliable management of all mobile

supervises them - that‘s what makes your enterprise data safe.
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MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT (MDM)

Manage all mobile devices
in your enterprise.
Keeping control of mobile devices across the enter-

control over the devices without making them less

prise while ensuring the security of sensitive data

appealing to use. In the end, your employees should

without compromising the value of smartphones

be productive and not be frustrated over disabled

and tablets is a challenge administrators face when

features of their device.

smartphones and tablets, whether employee or
corporate owned, are used for business purposes.

Relution has lots of useful features that make life

So actually always! Given the constantly increasing

easier for users and increase data security at the

number of users and devices, this is by no means
an easy task. Except if you are using Relution of

email accounts and WIFI connections that can be

course - because Relution allows for the necessary

removed from the devices instantly in case of a
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security problem or if the device is lost. A classic

SIMPLY MANAGE ALL MOBILE DEVICES

their email and internet access „just works“, and you

•

can remove this access at any time in order to avoid
a data security breach.

QR code or link, automatic enrollment
•

Automatic platform detection

•

Kiosk mode for Android devices

intuitive Relution app and the browser-based admi-

•

nistration console are setting industry standards.

•

»

Android Enterprise Work Container

DISTRIBUTE CONFIGURATIONS OVER-THE-AIR

Instead of attending expensive admin

«

trainings, Relution admins are productive right from the start. That‘s what our
customers keep telling us.

Intuitive enrollment process via SMS,

•

Distribute policies anytime to single devices
or groups

•
and OS settings
•

Custom rule sets automatically react on
compliance violations

Relution is convincing even in special use cases
like point-of-sale devices or electronic kiosks. The

APP DISTRIBUTION AND INSTALLATION TO
SELECTED DEVICES

apps so that no „escape“ is possible. This can be a
•

unobserved.

•

Full control over app installations
and deinstallations

Relution uses the possibilities of the mobile

•

Editor for arranging app icons

•

Remove critical or unsafe apps from

adapted to the new possibilities of these systems

all devices instantly

without losing compatibility to older operating
systems.

SECURITY

For example, the new Android Enterprise EMM API

•

is directly supported by Google, which is required

Comprehensive access control from all
mobile devices to your enterprise IT

from Android 10; at the same time, older Android

•

Root / Jailbreak detection

devices down to Android 4.6.1 can also be used.

•

Secure gateway for email and web access

•

Integrates with all common user and
identity management systems
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MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT (MDM)

Add mobile devices
automatically.
Relution supports the fully automated enrollment
-

AUTOMATIC ENROLLMENT
•
•

More MDM functionality

•

delivery and initial usage. When the device is being

•

Dynamic assignment of users

•

Automatic re-enrollment when resetting the devices

cally. The IT department no longer has to unpack

APPLE DEVICE ENROLLMENT PROGRAM

they reach the user - an enormous time saving.

•
DEP and VPP

However, mobile devices already in operation can

•

also be entered in DEP and KME later. This ensures
•
•

The device management options for automatically
registered devices are even more extensive than

Cross-client enrollment with assignment of devices
by user login during enrollment

•

for manually registered devices. For example, the

Automatic assignment and removal of VPP
app licenses

MDM enrollment can be protected so that the user
cannot remove it. With iOS, DEP enrollment allows

SAMSUNG KNOX MOBILE ENROLLMENT

the use of the so-called „supervised mode“, which
provides interesting further functions, such as

•

tracking lost devices.

•

Import of devices from the KME portal
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Access documents
easy and secure.
Access to documents from mobile devices is an

RELUTION FILE SHARING

important productivity factor when using smartphones and tablets. The security of the documents

•

plays an important role.

via Samba and WebDAV

For reasons of data protection, many companies

FUNCTIONALITY

refuse to store documents in the cloud. Therefore,
•
of the mobile device
•

Rights management through login with

Part of the Relution Client app is a Samba and
•

server side.

•
•

Shared device and SSO support

This gives users transparent access to their
documents without having to worry about „where“
as additional storage locations so that they can be
accessed directly from suitable apps.

of the user - just like on the desktop computer.
Single sign-on scenarios, such as shared devices,
are also possible.

RELUTION MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

Monitoring of devices and software

•

Integration into existing IT infrastructures

•

Central control and management of devices

•

Remote device deletion / blocking

•

Create multiple enrollments at once
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Apps under
control.
Relution covers the complete app lifecycle from requesting an
app over provisioning, licensing, quality control, distribution
to updates - on corporate and employee owned devices.

APP
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Mobile App Management with Relution
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MOBILE APP MANAGEMENT (MAM)

Securely manage all
apps in your enterprise.
leads all apps through their complete lifecycle,
manage your apps safely through their whole

security check and the purchase approval down to

lifecycle while being user friendly, secure and
scalable. Whether on employee or corporate owned

selves as well as the conditions and responsible

devices, in the cloud or on-premise.
decline steps from within the Relution app. This
The central app catalog in the Relution portal lets

extensive feature set can even manage the source

you keep track of all the apps used in your enter-

code and build new app versions automatically.
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»

«

Mobile device users often know the

ENTERPRISE APP STORE

tools that they can obtain the best

•

results with.

Enables fast, secure and targeted software
distribution to all mobile devices

•

Take advantage of this knowledge by monitoring

access to the most current app versions

your user‘s requests for public apps and by

•

checking and releasing the most frequently reques-

to your employees

ted apps. Users can send app requests directly

•

from within the Relution app - even if they have no

Connect external service providers
and developers

access to the public app stores.
APP-REQUESTER AND RELEASE PROCESS

If desired, Relution will automatically sign your
apps without developers needing access to the

•

Simple app request function from within
the Relution App

development tools are available to provide the best

•

possible integration with your app development

Check the most frequently requested apps and
make them available to your employees

process. Comprehensive meta information like

•

descriptions, change logs or review data is auto-

the release of new app versions

matically stored for each app. For public apps, this
APP LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

app stores.
•

It is also possible to publish apps in Apple‘s and

Orchestrate the complete app lifecycle from
developing to distributing an app

Google‘s app stores as well as in external MDM

•

Easily manage multiple app versions and

•

Connect external app developers

•

Provide code repositories and build services

•

Automatic app signing and re-signing

systems.

simple purchase and distribution of iOS apps –
no matter if 20 or 2000 users. App licenses are
centrally managed and can be reassigned to other
users at any time.

RELUTION MOBILE APP
MANAGEMENT (MAM)

•
•

•

Controlled app rollout including updates

the app development, review, testing, and distribution

•

process
•

•

Control of app development

processes
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Experience
Relution EMM!
as well as to your employees and partners. That‘s what our customers say:

»

«

We chose Relution because it is more intuitive, less complex and, above all,
less expensive than our previous American MDM - the German support from
Relution also convinced us.

»

«

With Relution, we have found an ideal solution for centrally managing
all apps and making them available to our partners in perfect form.

The cooperation with the Relution team is also very pleasant and fast.

»

«

Relution is indispensable for us as a central IT infrastructure component.
The cooperation with the Relution team is very good.
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Test Relution for free!

https://www.relution.io

Please contact us:
M-WAY Solutions GmbH

D-70372 Stuttgart, Germany

Email: sales@relution.io
Web: www.relution.io

by third parties are subject without restriction to the provisions of the applicable trademark law and
the ownership rights of the respective registered owners. The mere fact that a trademark is mentioned
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